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3The Pukyong Herald

ow was the summer of 2015 for you? I want to talk to you about the relationship.

I think that relationship is the most important thing in life and the hardest thing

to maintain. The main reason to find a mental hospital is not stress in their

workplace but human relations. We can see why the relationship is the most

important thing in this case. Let me talk briefly ahead of a full-fledged story. Last year was

the worst time for me. We are at the moment that agonize and decide about the future. We

should check up your aptitude and decide your career path. In this hard process, we often

experience frustration. Last year was desperate that was full of mistakes and bad moves. In

these moments, there were some people who were there every time I needed them. I am just

thankful that I have many friends like them. 

Anthony Robbins who is an American motivational speaker said, “Some of the biggest

challenges in relationships come from the fact that many people enter into a relationship in

order to get something: they’re trying to find someone who’s going to make them feel good.

In reality, the only way a relationship will last is if you see your relationship as a place that

you go to give, and not a place that you go to take.” And also, Wayne Dyer who is an author

and motivational speaker said, “As you think so shall you be! Since you cannot physically

experience another person, you can only experience them in your mind. Conclusion: All of

the other people in your life are simply thoughts in your mind. Not physical beings to you,

but thoughts. Your relationships are all in how you think about the other people of your life.

Your experience of all those people is only in your mind. Your feelings about your lovers

come from your thoughts. For example, they may in fact behave in ways that you find

offensive. However, your relationship to them when they behave offensively is not

determined by their behavior, it is determined only by how you choose to relate to that

behavior. Their actions are theirs, you cannot own them, you cannot be them and you can

only process them in your mind.” It is very difficult to maintain a relationship, nevertheless,

it is worth to maintain. I hope that this story would help you.

Relationship
: You&Me

●  Editor-in-Chief

●  Son Jang-eun

●  sje_herald@pknu.ac.kr

Editorial

H
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An Sung-ho (Division of Business Administration, 11), a

member of the Pukyong Naval Reserve Officers’ Training

Corps (ROTC), received a Presidential Award on March 12, 2015.

He was commissioned as a second lieutenant at an officer joint

commission procedure and awarded the Presidential Award. The

Pukyong Naval ROTC has received the Presidential Award for five

consecutive years for the first time in Korea.

Naval ROTC is a college program to foster officers through

military education and training for two years. Naval ROTC students

are graded for two years in: military science, strength, toughness

evaluation, enlistment training and discipline training. The

Presidential Award is given to only one student, the one who

received the highest score. The awarded student receives a special

benefit. The benefit is that they can choose the desired type among

various types of naval ships. 

There are other differences between other universities ROTCs

and the Pukyong Naval ROTC. The Pukyong Naval ROTC members

have a ‘daily briefing’ and wear a uniform not only during classes,

but also on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Therefore, the Pukyong

Naval ROTC was evaluated positively in the competition. ‘daily

briefing’ is when a duty officer reports to disciplinary boss about the

students safety every morning.

An Sung-ho (Division of

Business Administration, 11)

said, “I am reminded this training

is necessary in order to properly

manage the officers. I think I

received the award thanks to the

head of ROTC and the disciplinary

boss who supervised my grades

and strength. I consider the award

as encouragement, so I will  work

harder to be a good example to

others.” 

Cub Reporter ●  Kim Hyo-min ●  kmh_herald@pknu.ac.kr

The Proud Pukyong Naval ROTC

Campus News  
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▲ An Sung-ho Who Received
Presidential Award.

The design of our university’s student card has been replaced

through a design contest. Some great new functions of the 

student card have been added to convenience and inspire university

pride. 

The first change to the student card, in functional aspects, is that

the green check card of Suhyup bank has been added and you can get

a brochure when you do your individual application. Secondly,

rechargeable transportation card is added. You do not need any other

cards and can use Mybi card for everything. In aspects of design, the

design that reflected the student preference the most was chosen.

Through initial screening by the judges and the final screening by poll

of the students, they selected the design which had the highest level

of preference. These changes show the intention to make students

proud to be a PKNU student.

Originally both issuance and reissuance fees for the student card

were free but now with the transportation card added, you must pay

for reissuing your card. The function of library utilization regarding

book rental and assigning a seat are still maintained.

Park Sung-hoon, the leader of Division of Academic Records and

Instructional Affairs, said, “If we entrusted the design of the card to a

company, it would have many possibilities to become commercial,

but through the contest we got fresh ideas from students and have

pride for PKNU. I hope they will be proud of their student card that

proves their status as a student.”

Jin Ha-young (Department of Design,10), winner of the contest,

said “The most important thing was standardizing the color of the 

letters and changing the size, thickness, angle and position of letters

for the simplicity of the card background. l hope that freshmen using

the new student card will take their time and start college life with a

good memory.” 

Cub Reporter ●  Choi Soo-bin ●  csb_herald@pknu.ac.kr

A Student Card Refreshed by Spring Wind

▲ An Original Student Card ▲ A Changed Student Card
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Campus News

International Fisheries Research together with PKNU has 

designed a new fishery science field major to begin at Solomon

Islands National University (SINU) in the South Pacific Ocean.

PKNU will provide support for marine labor training for three years

from 2015 to 2017 with Korea International Cooperation Agency

(KOICA).

SINU asked KOICA for help with marine labor training, and then

KOICA asked the university to join with them last year. PKNU was

picked to help, because they are well-known for their competitiveness:

marine official development assistance (ODA) such as short training

processes, their own KOICA master’s course, various other projects

and their experience with the Solomon Islands in the past.

The project is divided into three parts: architecture and equipment

installation, making master plans and training for professors and

teachers. PKNU will take charge of making master plans for the 

curriculum passing down knowledge to establish the fishery science

field major, manage the department and laboratory design. PKNU

also trains teaching staff to manage the curriculum properly.

The main idea of this project is to make master plans suitable for

the Solomon Islands. Although the SINU department is modelled on

the same one as PKNU, the existing frame work at PKNU does not

fit in with SINU. In addition, SINU should be able to manage by

themselves after three years of support. PKNU will have to pay 

attention to their training to enable SINU to manage independently

in the future. 

Doctor Kang Kyoung-mi who is head of administrative affairs

for this project said, “The best result for this project is educating

the talented marines on Solomon Islands. If it works successfully, 

relations between Korea and the Solomon Islands will get

better.” 

Cub Reporter ●  Ha Su-min ●  hsm_herald@pknu.ac.kr

PKNU Support for Fishery Science Field of SINU

On March 27, the ‘Offshore Plant Engineering Cluster*’

opened in the Hanmir Building, at the Yongdang Campus.

Busan judged that the effect of development in offshore plant

engineering is geographically high, and made a business agreement

with PKNU to make the ‘Offshore Plant Engineering Cluster’ in July,

2014.

An offshore plant is a business that makes equipment and facilities

for digging, drilling and producing marine resources such as oil and

gas buried deep in the ocean. Currently, offshore plants with small

enterprises are having trouble with obtaining order and supporting

students and experienced workers. By organizing this cluster, these

companies will be assembled together in one place and can increase

their provisioning and absorb various information.

Opening the cluster in the Hanmir Building will have a good

effect on education courses and provide a clear way for PKNU

students to find jobs. Moreover, if it carries on developing the

offshore plant, it will bring massive synergy to Busan because it’s

the central point between Geoje and Ulsan.

Choi Jae-sung who is the team leader of the Offshore Engineering

Cooperative said, “Korea’s capability in welding and designing is

not getting better because foreign companies are doing nearly all of

it. Therefore, we are planning to improve this problem by accelerating the

development of manufacturing tools and materials, designing and

construction in Korea.”

* Cluster : An area gathered with companies, universities and

laboratories that can create new knowledge and technology by

interacting together.

Cub Reporter ●  Choi Ji-min ●  jmc_herald@pknu.ac.kr

Offshore Plant Engineering Cluster Opening at PKNU

▲ Opening Ceremony in Hanmir Building
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Editor-in-Chief ●  Son Jang-eun ●  sje_herald@pknu.ac.kr

n 2010, 23.9 percent of Korean adults were single.

four million lived alone, and they accounted for

31.2 percent of all households. In those days, living

alone was by far most common. Today, more than

five million of Korean adults are single. People

who live alone make up 25 percent of all Korea households, which

means that they are now tied with childless couples as the most

prominent residential type. Surprisingly, living alone is also one of

the most stable household arrangements. Over a five-year period,

people who live alone are more likely to stay that way than everyone

except married couples with children. Living alone is one of the least

discussed and, consequently, most poorly understood issues of our

time. We aspire to get our own places as young adults, but fret about

whether it’s all right to stay that way, even if we enjoy it. We worry

about friends and family members who have not found the right

match, even if they insist that they are happy on their own and will

find someone in due course. We struggle to support elderly parents

and grandparents who find themselves living alone after losing a

spouse, and we are puzzled about what to do if they tell us they prefer

to remain home alone.

In all of these situations, living alone is something that each person

or family experiences as the most private of matters, when in fact it

is an increasingly common condition and deserves to be treated as

a subject of great public significance. Not long ago, it might have

made sense to treat living on our own as a transitional stage between

more durable arrangements, whether coupling up with a partner or

moving into an institutional home. This is no longer appropriate,

because today, for the first time in centuries, the majority of all Korean

adults are single. The typical Korean will spend more of his or her

adult life unmarried than married, and for much of this time he or

she will live alone. Naturally, we are adapting. We are learning to

go solo, and crafting new ways of living in the process. 

I

S I N G L E S
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The growth in solo living has been one of the most striking

demographic shifts of recent decades, and it is well understood

that demographic change will create policy challenges in many

areas, not least in housing, neighborhoods, pensions and healthcare

provision. In reality, various policies for single-person households

already have been implemented in many foreign countries. The

relationship between the social and economic drivers of household

formation decisions and the housing market will continue to

shape the future trends in household formation. The increasing

numbers of households may be predominated by single person

households, but increasing incomes and wealth will mean that

some of those households will tend to significantly over-consume

housing, particularly given the importance attached by the

wealthy to housing as an investment asset as well as a home. A

number of recent reports by the industry have also suggested that

policy is producing an oversupply of high density, smaller

dwellings and that in spite of the demographic trend of reducing

household size we need to be building more large dwellings to

meet current demand and future needs. However, these studies

either fail to distinguish adequately between household’s aspirations

and what they are able to afford, or fail to take into account the

changing nature of the profile of single person households and

project forward trends in tenure choice and housing consumption

that are likely to be significantly affected by the circumstances

and lifestyle choices of new single person households. The latest

household projections clearly point towards a continuing growth

in demand for housing from single person households, which is

unlikely to consist entirely of households with high enough incomes

and wealth to be able to afford large dwellings just because that

is what the majority of people aspire to. Even amongst elective

single person households current trends would indicate that a

significant proportion will opt for a flat in an urban

location. Forced single person households, with less

choice in the housing market, may need subsidized

housing, either in the form of private rented accommodation

with housing benefit, or intermediate or social housing.

Low levels of education, unskilled jobs, poor housing

and high percentages of single person households

are major factors that contribute to lower political

participation. Not all of these factors can be easily

influenced by public policies. However, family

reunification and public welfare benefits are two

policy areas where governments shape the conditions

for political integration. Political participation depends

not only on the socioeconomic position in civil society

prepares immigrants for political participation and

provides them with influence in the policy making

process. Integration into civil society is not a one

way street of assimilation into the institutions of

mainstream society but also offer opportunities for

groups of immigrant origins to organize around their

specific interests and identities as ethnic minorities. 
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Share House
Share House is defined as

an arrangement in which two

or more unrelated people share

a house or an apartment. Usually

private sleeping quarters are

available; the rest of the house

is shared. Many benefits are

associated with sharing a home.

However, you must also consider

some possible problems associated

with such an arrangement. Before

deciding to share a home, you

must weigh the benefits of

sharing living space with another

person against the possible

problems.

Cohousing Community
A cohousing community is

a type of intentional community

composed of private homes

supplemented by shared facilities.

The community is planned,

owned and managed by the

residents – who also share

activities which may include

cooking, dining, child care,

gardening, and governance of

the community. The cohousing

idea originated in Denmark,

and was promoted in the U.S.

There are now hundreds of

cohousing communities worldwide,

expanding from Denmark into

the U.S., Canada, Australia,

Sweden, New Zealand, the

Netherlands, Germany, France,

Belgium, Austria, and elsewhere.

Food Subscription 
Commerce

Subscription commerce is a

business model by which consumers

subscribe to periodically receive

a product or a box of new products

or samples. Subscription commerce

is gaining popularity, because

customers do not need to spend

time shopping and researching

which products to buy. Subscribers

simply pay a fixed monthly

fee for a specialist to handpick

products and deliver them directly

to the customer’s home. It is a

simple solution in an age

where we are bombarded with

information on what to spend

our money on.

Social Dining
Social dining is meeting either

at someone's place or at restaurant

to enjoy a meal together. It is

a philosophy of using meals

specifically as a means to connect

with others: eat to socialize.

Social dining is a new trend

that combines the networking

of social media and the fun of

sharing a good meal with people.

One of the first and most popular

social dining groups is called

“Zipbob,” which is a Korean word

meaning homemade meal. In

Zipbob, users create profiles

and chat online, finding people

who share similar interests;

then, once you have found a

group you like, you can organize

dining experiences.

부경헤럴드132호(0702)최종_레이아웃 1  15. 7. 2.  오후 4:29  페이지 9



The Singles Union of Korea is the first civil group for single-household

people. The group has made strenuous attempts to improve the social

environment for single-households in recent years. 

The project that the group has pursued aggressively is “Ending

Note”. According to Statistics Korea, the number of single-person

households stood at 4.54 million at the end of 2012, accounting for

25.3 percent of the total number of households. In particular, the

number of elderly living alone doubled from 2000 to 1.19 million

2012.  This project is anti-lonely-death campaign. The lawyer members

in this group help single households make their wills with their legal

expertise. They are also considering providing funeral services for

the deceased with no families. The campaign organized especially

for those aged from 45 to 65. These age groups are actually the ones

who have fallen into the dead zone of welfare programs as state welfare

programs are mainly for to those older than 65. 

To prevent solitary deaths, the members of the group decided the

key was to improve the quality of life for single households. They

also point out that the government should revamp laws to improve

tax and other policy benefits for them. According to the interview

with the Korea Times, the head of Single Union of Korea said, “Single

households will continue to increase for various reasons. This is

why we have to ponder over this issue and put greater efforts to

solve related problems together. The union has a long-term plan to

establish a communal cemetery where anyone

who has lived alone can be buried. ”

Vol.132 201510 Summer

Cover Story  
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L Living alone may not be the social problem

that it is generally made out to be, but it

generates all kinds of challenges for those who

do it, and for those who care for them. The fact

that no previous human societies have supported

large numbers of people who lived alone means

that we have no historical examples to learn

from, no precedents to mimic or avoid. This

makes understanding what it means to live in a

society of singletons all the more important, and

our first order of business is to analyze how we

got here. 

The rise of living alone has been a transformative

social experience. It changes the way we understand

ourselves and our most intimate relationships. It

shapes the way we build our cities and develop

our economies. It alters the way we become

adults, as well as how we age and the way we

die. It touches every social group and nearly

every family, no matter who we are or whether

we live with others today. 

Cover Story

<References>
Citizenship Policies for an Age of Migration
SINGLE PERSON HOUSEHOLDS AND SOCIAL POLICY: LOOKING FORWARDS
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Culture

The first wedding place is under the sea. Not only people who like scuba divingbut also anyone who can dive can have this wedding. However, this wedding limitsthe number of guests since guests also should dive to attend the wedding. Secondwedding ceremony is necessary on the land if some of your guests cannot dive. Itis important to check the state of the sea such as the current or quality ofwater before wedding begins if you do not want to cancel yourwedding. Popular places to have wedding under the sea inKorea are Geoje and Gangneung. The couple and gueststo have wedding in Geoje have to dive with oxygencylinders. The wedding ceremony is fantastic and progresses the almost same orders compared to a general wedding in Korea except for the fact that peoplecannot speak.

The second wedding place is on the sea-cruise wedding.

The bride and the groom can have both their weddings and

honeymoon on the cruise. The couple, therefore, succeeds

in two birds with one stone. One call is enough to order the

cruise company to set up the wedding. One more thing you

should know before the wedding is that there are some specific

routes for cruises which can have a wedding on the sea. If your cruise

does not have these routes, you will start to sail out to sea after having

the wedding on the anchored cruise. 

The ceremony that everyone thinks the most deeply about in their life is their

wedding! How do you want to plan your wedding? Many couples in South

Korea do their weddings in hotels or their regional buildings. However, there are

some other places to have a wedding.

For Extraordinary 
New Wedding Concepts
Cub Reporter ●  Yun Ye-young ●  yyy_herald@pknu.ac.kr

http.eastgatepublishing.com.2013.03.
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You may get married in the future, and you cannot avoid the wedding. Since the wedding

scale is diverse, considering your wedding style will be more helpful if you consider it

soon. More so, it would be wonderful if you can make unforgettable memories for you and

your guests. Realize your dream wedding!

13The Pukyong Herald

Outside is the third place to have a wedding, not in

buildings or cruises. It is not an exotic wedding in

Korea anymore, but it still has unparalleled beauty

and a romantic garden. To make a fantastic wedding

in your life, there are some things that you need to 

prepare: things like an umbrella if it rains; music to 

create a lovely atmosphere; toilets; the wedding style you

want; bug precautions. Because some countries have decades

of wedding histories, foreign magazines or foreign wedding 

webpage can show you various wedding themes.

The sky is the place where you may have a doubt if this 
wedding can come true. A crane lifts the platform which the
wedding holds around 50 meters high. This wedding provides a
great experience for people who like the sky or enjoy extreme sports.
Since this wedding is considered as a dream, it has some difficulties.
You should spend lots of time and money borrowing the things you need from

all over the world. In Europe, for instance, the cost of per sky wedding guest is 

between 1 and 1.4 million won. Since the wedding is in the sky, there is a limited

number of wedding guests and you should take care not to fall from the platform. 

Unfortunately, sky weddings do not exist in Korea yet.
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As the drone industry develops, drones are used in various fields. Typically, drones are used in the broadcasting sector. It is

not difficult to see recorded videos using them equipped with cameras in the broadcast. Many broadcasts already have been

using drones to shoot hard to reach places, such as in the jungle: National Geography once used drones to shoot the ecology of

lions in Tanzania.  

Also, projects using drones are progressing actively in the field of

the information and communication. Facebook is developing technologies

that enable use of the internet in desert using the drone as well as 

satellite and laser beams. Google is also planning Project Loon. Google

Project Loon is to spread the wireless Internet all over the world using

a helium balloon-shaped drone. In addition, drones have been used for

preventing disaster and observing atmospheric changes, collecting 

traffic information, tracking criminals and policing.

Have you seen a device that flies around to take a video of the landscape of tourist sites in travel programs? The flying

object is called a drone. The drone is an unmanned aircraft in the form of a helicopter that can be piloted by radio waves.

Although initially a drone was developed for military purposes, it has recently been expanding the scope of the market quickly

up to the private sector. Last year, popular global Information Technology (IT) companies such as Google and Facebook acquired

a developer of drones, and Domino’s Pizza also uploaded the video delivering pizza via a drone on YouTube. In other words, it

means that there has been a growing interest in drones in the recent global markets.

▲ Google Project Loon

Transformation of

Cub Reporter

Sung Jee-hye

sjh_herald@pknu.ac.kr
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Zoom In

Drones will provide convenience in every sector, but there is not only positive side. Drones are blamed for threatening

the security as they are being used as means for the crimes of the terrorists: It would be a good example that a cesium

drone was found in the Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's office. There is also a risk that the drone may crash,

because technology is not perfect yet. Moreover, increasing the number of drones for recording may cause serious 

debates of invading privacy.

Nevertheless, the outlook of the world market for a drone is bright. This is because the drones can be applied in

various fields. According to the United States defense consulting firm Teal Group, the scale of the drone market

is predicted to grow from 6 billion dollars in 2013 to 11.4 billion dollars in 2020. However, John J. Hickey who is

deputy associate administrator for aviation safety of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) said, "We are still many

years away from what you would see as safe integration in the very busiest airspace." and "We will not allow drones to

come into the system until we are completely sure they are safe." To make drones used without problems in real life, it

is essential to thoroughly review the privacy and safety issues mentioned above. Problems have to be solved, otherwise

they may cause negative effects for the development of drones in the future. 
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International

From old times the relationship between people

and liquor has been more than friends sharing several

emotions. Since then liquor has been developed

internationally and has a variety of tastes and aromas.

I will introduce liquor with various and unique features.

Unique and 
Marvelous 
World of 
Liquor

Cub Reporter

Kim Geon-woo

kgw_herald@pknu.ac.kr

Wine – The Best Gift God Gave to People
Wine, which Plato praised as the best gift God gave to people,

is made of grape components that are alive while organic acids,
minerals are not destroyed and has low alcohol content. Water
is not added at all during the manufacturing process unlike other
liquors. Wine is called vino in Italy, wein in Germany, and vin
in France. The alcohol content of wine is various. The alcohol
content of red wine is 10~14 percent and 11~12 percent in white
wine.

Fish dishes harmonize with white wine and meat dishes pair
well with red wine is a common fact. However, fish soup goes
better with red wine and rosé wine than white wine. Veal,
chicken and pork pair better with white wine, whereas fried
meat dishes harmonize red wine.

You properly fill a glass by turning the glass while pouring,
so the wine touches the surface of the glass in order to feel the
flavor of the wine. It is because wine is playful and has a fragrance
ingredient. At this time if you sniff the smell of wine deeply and
slowly through your nose, you can feel good flavor.
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I have introduced four kinds of liquor. Each unique feature is likely to attract our attention and entice us to drink more. However, excessive

drinking can be an easy way to hurt your body. Have a fun time by drinking the proper amount after considering your drinking capacity.

Beer - Joy to the Coolness
of a Glass

Beer has a history of over 7000 years
and was created by the Sumerians in
Mesopotamia around 5000 BC. Sumerians
described beer with the joy of life. After
it spread to Europe by the Greeks and
Romans, beer had a remarkable development
during the Industrial Revolution in the
19th century. The mass production of
beer was made possible through a steam
engine, and the quality of beer has increased
using a variety of yeasts.

Beer can be divided into ale and lager
depending on the fermentation method.
Ale beer is made through the top yeast
and is characterized by deep, rich and
fragrant flavors, such as fruits. You can
feel the original taste of ale beer in
slightly warmer temperatures. Lager beer
which accounts for 90 percent of the
world’s market is made through bottom
yeast. It has a cool, refreshing taste and
a lot of carbonic acid.

In order to drink beer deliciously, you
should refrigerate it two to four hours
before drinking. If you keep beer in a
freezer, its taste will be very bad. Frozen
beer is not born alive after thawing to its
original taste. Therefore it is important to
prepare a cold glass when you drink beer,
because a cold glass will save the beer’s
temperature.

Vodka – Not Freezing Liquor
Absolutely

Vodka having the origin which is
water of life, is made by distilling alcohol
by fermenting roots of plants with starch
and grains, like barley. The first vodka
was rough and had a high alcohol content,
so people had to add fruit, spices, herbs
and so on, After improving how to distill
vodka in the 18th~19th century, the purity
of vodka became higher, and vodka became
colorless and odorless like it is today. 

When you drink vodka, you should
store the vodka in a freezer to cool it.
Vodka has a high concentrate of alcohol,
so it will not freeze even when the
temperature drops 20 degrees below freezing.
By creating chilled vodka the distinctive
smell of alcohol is weakened.

Vodka does not pair with hot soup
since vodka is a big burden on the stomach.
It is rather advised to drink water with
vodka or drink beer to freshen your
breath. If you add it to other drinks, you
can enjoy vodka more. For example, if
you mix vodka and fruit juice you can
taste the bitterness less, and if you mix
vodka and carbonated water or soda, you
can taste different flavors.

Tequila – Romance and
Passon of Latin

Tequila is a liquor that represents Mexico
and reminds people about the passion of
Latin America. It is made by fermenting
agave, a type of cactus. It means praise,
admiration by Spanish. Alcohol content of
tequila is usually 40~43 percent. Tequila is
separated by color. White tequila does not
ripen and is colorless. Gold tequila ripens
for about two years and is aromatic.

The reason why tequila is famous is
because of its unique drinking methods.
The first method is the slammer. A slammer
is drinking tequila mixed with two-third of
a shot glass of soda. The second method is
the shooter. A shooter is performed by putting
lemon or lime juice on the back of the
hand, sprinkling salt on top, then licking the
salt and juice off and finally drinking the
tequila straight. There are a number of
other ways to shoot it, but they usually have
lime, lemon and salt in common. These
days, people drink it with a beer or use as
the base of a cocktail.

There were many cases of people fainting
or losing their lives after drinking tequila
under the intense sun. Therefore, people
began drinking tequila after licking salt and
now stores often sell tequila with a packet
of salt. 

I have introduced four kinds of liquor.
Each unique feature is likely to attract our
attention and entice us to drink more.
However, excessive drinking can be an
easy way to hurt your body. Have a fun
time by drinking the proper amount after
considering your drinking capacity.
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Suffering From

Disbelief
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Column

On April 16, 2014, around 8 a.m. the ‘Sewolho

accident’ happened and resulted in many lives

lost. The bereaved were in shock, and the whole society 

underwent ‘Sewolho shocking’. This pitiful accident caused

controversy in relation to many political, legal aspects. The

most important thing about this accident is the sense of

safety forgotten. A lot of reasons for the cause exist, but a

clear thing is that over-extension, over-shipping, poor 

sailing and rescue attempts are at the center of the accident.

In other words, several reasons worked complexly, but 

basically the attitude of Korean which ignores trivial things

with ‘Seolma…’ caused this big problem.

I hoped for an enhanced sense of safety in Korea. 

Although many laws and systems concerning

safety were made and changed, insensitivity

of safety still exists. On October 16, 2014

people died in Gyeonggi Seongnam city

outdoor theater ‘Pangyo-dong Techno

valley’ because of fallen ventilator, any 

warning signs or facilities to ban 

people approaching were not there 

and the real condition of ventilators

management was not improved. Besides,

despite Sewolho ‘Passenger ship’ accident,

safety levels on passenger ships are still low.

Safety of fire extinguishers in a passenger ship

which heads for Jeju Islands from Jeonnam Wando-gun

is only checked by naked eyes. A person in charge of this

explained, “The fire extinguishers only get visual checks

once a month, and whether substances leak is only inspected

in June at yearly regular check.” This reveals the 

irresponsibility of safety guards who are in charge of 

hundreds of passengers’ life.

Neighboring country, Japan is not safe in terms of 

frequent earthquakes whose scale is over 6.0. Therefore, not

only Japan pays close attention to training for safety, but the

citizens also have a high standard of safety. Citizens of Japan

certainly stop at red lights no matter who is crossing the

street. In addition, it is the Japanese that nod courteously to

waiting vehicles after they cross the street calmly. High 

standard of their citizenship also happens in trivial situations:

taking elevators, lining up at cafeteria, using public facilities

and so on. The reason for this is that the Japanese always

consider not hurting someone else as the biggest virtue.

However, quite different from Japan, trivial habits

threatening safety make a lot of problems in Korea. Taking

off safety belts in bus or car and jaywalking are frequent,

and we have a low standard of citizenship such as dumping

trash at public places like parks. Not following basic orders

and safety sense can cause anxiety to the whole society as

well as individuals, and it becomes a big problem. Social

capital index of Korea which the Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development (OECD) estimated last year

was 5.07 out of 10, and it ranked in 29th place among 32

OECD nations. This means that members of society do 

not keep rules of the community and neglect the

public responsibility.

To correct these conditions, reform of

awareness is certainly necessary as well

as reformation of systems. Citizens

should not think ‘It will be okay for

me.’ Actually, government have 

already tried to reform awareness

by safety education preparing for

disasters like fire or earthquakes,

but most citizens only pay attention

for the moment, and get back to the

usual attitude or just consider it a joke.

That is, limits exist in the role of education or

nations. Therefore, it is necessary that people should

be careful every moment. It does not mean always feeling

in anxiety or worry. We only just need to check whether

risks exist for every act and keep the safety rules to prevent

them.

As one year has passed since the Sewolho accident, 

people reconsider the meaning of hurt it left. 

Neglecting little irrationality brings about crisis of community.

However, insensitivity about safety of citizens still exists,

and is responsible for community’s safety lack, too. Another 

accident that is similar to Sewolho accident might happen

again because of trivial thinking, ‘It is okay for me to do

this.’ To the contrary, thinking, ‘If I change, world will be

changed.’ can be the way to rescue neighbors and the whole

society as well as oneself.
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Thoughts On  

1. Economic Aspects
Economically, unfair advertisements can harm the interests of

advertisers and consumers.

<Samsung, Unfair Advertisement About Refrigerator’s Capacity>

Unfair advertisement by Samsung began with the released 

advertisement comparing ‘Zipel refrigerator’ with ‘Dios 

refrigerator’ of LG which is a rival of Samsung. It compares 

between ‘Zipel’ and ‘Dios’ by stuffing same size refrigerators with

water or cans. The problem is that this comparative experiment is

not official things and it suggests that ‘Dios’ is LG’s by pouring

red water into refrigerator which is color image of LG, though it

did not say other product is LG. This unfair and slandering 

advertisement is one of the unfair economic activities and it 

disturbs fair competition of markets. According to the Seoul 

Central District Court’s ruling, Samsung should not distribute the

advertisement depending on ‘Display Advertisement Law’ which

bans unfair comparing advertisement.

<Social Commerce’s Exaggerated Advertisement>
Nowadays, many people use social commerce where they can

make a cooperative buying attempt for an online cheap price. The

problem is that they highly exaggerate discount rate by using 

sensational words like ‘a deep discount’ or ‘half off discount’. For

example, they sold ‘two portion of rice noodles and Vietnam

dumpling’ meal ticket which they said discounted 49 percent off

from 27,000 won to 13,700 won. However the real price of the

meal ticket was 17,500 won and it was not a great discount. 

Besides, they often advertise by applying price of peak season to

off-season or pretending that own company discounts only. These

advertisements ignore the consumer’s intellectual decision ability

and make them waste their money. Eventually, famous social 

commerces, such as Coupang, Ticket Monster, We make price, were

required to correct the false and deceptive price mark of discounting.

In addition to these adverse effects, unfair advertisements can bring

about market monopoly, rising of retail prices, inducement of 

standardized consumption, Mammonism and so on.

The advertisement series of Albamon, which is an online job site, caused

controversy by having negative views toward the self employed. Although Albamon did not intend to target specific

person and expect these results, the advertisement exerted pretty strong bad effects in reality. Advertisements exist not only as marketing

tools but also as social system, because advertisements contribute most to a flood of information more than any other kinds of communication

media. In this point, if advertisements do not perform properly, they will badly influence economic parts and value or culture of society. 

http://www.dailian.co.kr/news/view/307662

Cub Reporter ● Ha Su-min ● hsm_herald@pknu.ac.kr

http://biz.new
daily.co.kr/new

s/article.ht
m
l?no=10039008

Harmful 
Effects of 
Advertisements
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Thoughts On

2. Social and Cultural Aspects
As advertisements’ values and lifestyle affect the living culture

of citizens, norms and values of the society can be shaked.

<Digestive Medicine ‘Venaccio’>
The advertisements that are composed of three episodes, ‘Attack

of ugly sister-in-law’, ‘Full-scale attack of thoughtless husband’s

family’, ‘Counterattack of fox-alumnus’, parodying Drama Love

and War bring attention successfully to ‘Venaccio’ by expressing

stressful situations. However, scenes with swear words could not

be concealed only by ‘beep’ sound. This takes a role to lower level

of public culture, focusing on temporary sense or stimulation.

<False and Exaggerated Advertisement for Food>
Representatively, there are hamburger industry Burger King and

‘Shin Ramyun Black’. On the Burger King advertisement, sausage

covered with garlic is in hotdog bread that is bigger than the

sausage and garlic sauces are spread on it. In reality, garlic hotdog

is unreasonably small and garlic flakes are spread sparingly. 

Nongshim which is the Manufacturer of ‘Shin Ramyun Black’ also

broadcasts false advertisement saying ‘Shin Ramyun Black’ has

nutritional contents similar to seolleong tang, though it does not

in reality and only has the nutrients of general ramyun. Consumers

who get to know the reality of advertisements like the above 

examples feel a severe sense of betrayal and do not trust the 

company brand.

http://blog.daum
.net/wjlee4284/7002655

http://blog.daum
.net/wjlee4284/7002655

http://www.bosa.co.kr/um
ap/board_n_view.asp?board_pk=120988&

what_board=1071

httpcultpd.com
3188.jpg

People think that advertisements are reliable things. However,

as above, unfair advertisements that are exaggerated and tell

consumers lies are large in number and the influence of them is 

severe. Therefore, the role of consumers looking at advertisements

is important. They should notice bad effects and respond strongly

to them, monitoring and checking negative advertisements. We need

insight to see advertisements objectively and judge whether they

are real or not.

http://www.fnnews.com
/news/201307031717287804
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Recently, the person in the picture is being called by the media ‘The poorest president in the world.’

Although he is a president, he gave homeless people his cottage. He now lives in shabby farmhouse with

his wife. He said, “I am called ‘the poorest president’, but I do not feel poor. Poor people are those who

only work to try to keep an expensive lifestyle, and always want more and more. If you do not have many

possessions, then you do not need to work all your life like a slave to sustain them. Therefore, you have

more time for yourself.”

131th Answer
G-Star

If you think you know who he is, send the answer to sje_herald@pknu.ac.kr along with your name, major,
and student ID number before November 20, 2015. One person will be randomly chosen for a 5,000 won
gift certification.

Cub Reporter ●  Kim Hyo-min ●  khm_herald@pknu.ac.kr

Kim Ga-lim
(Department of Law, 12)

Congratulations!
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Guess What
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Poetry

SONNET 71

Written by William Shakespeare

No longer mourn for me when I am dead

Then you shall hear the surly sullen bell

Give warning to the world that I am fled 

From this vile world, with vilest worms to dwell:

Nay, if you read this line, remember not 

The hand that writ it; for I love you so

That I in your sweet thoughts would be forgot

If thinking on me then should make you woe. 

O, if, I say, you look upon this verse

When I perhaps compounded am with clay,

Do not so much as my poor name rehearse.

But let your love even with my life decay,

Lest the wise world should look into your moan

And mock you with me after I am gone. 
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Talk & Talk   

Cub Reporter ●  Choi Soo-bin ●  csb_herald@pknu.ac.kr

Wakabayashi Chizuha (Aquatic Life of Medicine, 12)  Japan
What made you come to a University in Korea? 
Universities in Japan do not have Department of Aquatic Life of Medicine. While researching

foreign universities, l heard the Korea is very safe and transportation is great. Busan is closed to
Japan.

Is there a reason for selecting the department you major in?
In elementary school, a sick aquarium fish were cured because of the advice from neighbor who

raised many aquarium fish. Thorough major study, l knew the cause of disease is a parasite and that advice
is to sprinkle salt in fish tank. 

Do you experience cultural differences at university?
I think Korean students usually do not like eating alone, but people do not care about that in Japan. I am 

surprised that Korean students have similar a style to follow fashion. I like ondol which you can turn on all day
long. Getting things fixed is faster in Japan.

Do you have any difficulties as a foreign student?
A professor who hates Japan said “Why are you in class?”, and there is another professor who has a prejudice

against Japan. Also, I am sad that l can not stay long in Japan, because l need to get a scholarship.

Than Kyaw Ton (Architectural Engineering, 13) Myanmar
What made you come to a University in Korea? 
At first, l had no idea to come Korea. I tried a program that PKNU offered foreign students

scholarships in the newspaper.

Is there a reason for selecting the department you major in?  
I changed my course from Department of Civil Engineering to Architectural Engineering this

semester. Two departments have the same subject in Myanmar, and l did not know information as no
one came from Myanmar. l decided to learn architecture which l originally liked.

Do you experience cultural differences doing at university?
I am surprised at the night culture of Korea and people wandering around all night long. In Myanmar, Universities

are separated by major and time tables of classes are fixed. I like announcement and team assignment in Korea.

Do you have any difficulties as a foreign student?
I have a difficulty as a foreigner because of teaching materials which have many expert words written in Korean.

It is easy to understand if we use English teaching materials although we have a class in Korean. 

As Korea becomes more and more multicultural, there are many international foreign students at PKNU. I wanted to do
an interview which examines their college life. My motive is to increase interactions between Korean students and 
international students. Let’s listen to their stories through common questions which illustrate why they come here and
cultural differences compared with their country.
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Talk & Talk

Khin Nyein Sint (Division of Business Administration, 14) Myanmar
What made you come to a University in Korea? 
I majored in Korean at Myanmar foreign university and had an interest in studying abroad in

Korea, so l participated in the next generation leader camp. I had an interest when l experienced
Busan culture and came to PKNU which has many Myanmar students.

Do you experience cultural differences at university?
I was shocked by the drinking culture in Korea. People do not drink much and have a meal 

separated by gender in Myanmar. I noticed my Korean host family did not share their life. In Myanmar,
members of family speak about daily their life and get close with each other. 

In your country, what is the meaning of ‘college’? 
Although it has a purpose for learning, it is a must go place in terms of finding jobs. It is hard to enter 

college.

What do you want to say to students dreaming of studying abroad? 
You can experience new culture while you stay independently away from home. You need self control and

you have to take care of your health. 

Lim Kheng Hui (Department of Electronic Engineering, master’s course) Malaysia
What made you come to a University in Korea? 
In Malaysia, you are used to communicating in English, Chinese, Malay because Malaysia

has a multicultural society, but l want to try something new. I came to Korea which has four 
seasons compared with Malaysia which only has rainy days and hot days.

Is there a reason for selecting department you major in?  
Electronic are made by humans so in a way even though it is spoiled, l can still fix it. l get some

influences from my father who is a technician.  

Do you experience cultural differences at university? 
Korean introduce their age and behave politly to seniors, but Malaysia do not

have any rank by age and everyone is the same. Compared with Korea, streets of
Malaysia have many trash cans.

How did you feel about the mood of students? 
At Malaysian Universities, lots of people hang out together, take pictures and

enjoy the culture. I think University should be a very active place because we are
still young. However, PKNU is too silent and focuses only on study.
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The fatalist, Jacques and his owner
Denis Diderot

The fatalist, Jacques and his owner tells conflicting

sides of two characters about fate. It is refreshing

that they debate about love, are swept away by troubles

and lead the story during the adventure. The way the

writer talks to the reader is unique. Introduction of

book is started by questions from servant Jacques,

“How do they meet? Where did they come? Where do

they go?” The owner replied, “Everything occurred to

us is written high up there.” This ‘High up there’ is the

inevitable fate and shows up through the whole story.

Jacques became a cripple because of a bullet during

war and believed that this incident caused his love. At

first, He was a fatalist who said “If something has to

exist, it is because it should do.” and said that life is

already decided like the word that “It is like a huge rolled letter paper that spreads out

slowly.” However, he spontaneously writes a note which breaks relationship of master

and servant through the adventure. He accomplished the will of freedom by a

signature of the owner and found freedom. The other side, the owner is a lazy,

tamed, skeptic intellectual who is obedient to fate without little doubt. Are we

a Jacques or an owner or another person?

Does destiny exist in life? If destiny does exist, can people overcome it? These kind of questions will be

discussed in these three complete series of literature.

Review

Destiny,
Pandora's Box Thrown to Human

Vol.132 201528 Summer

Cub Reporter ●  Choi Soo-bin ●  csb_herald@pknu.ac.kr
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The choice to believe in the existence of fate and the possibilities of overcoming it depends on the judgment of readers. 

I think destiny is like Pandora’s box which we cannot know whether we open it or not or believe it or not.

The windmill of Poland 
Jean Giono

The windmill of Poland tells the story of the fatal fall of family that cannot get over

destiny. A hunchbacked lawyer who attended the same school as Jang did describe

the tragedy across five generations of coast family. The first generation lost wife and two

sons so the father let his two beautiful daughters marry ordinary men. However the son

of the second daughter went away from home and was missed, first daughter chocked on

seed and died. The father is also dead because he was pierced by a fishing needle and

second daughter died while she delivered the last son. Consequently, husband of second

daughter got a mental disorder. Jacques who is the only inheritor of family married but

her two children Jang and Julie were teased as ghosts in the school. Jang committed suicide

by gun and pretty Julie lost the half of her face due to an accident. Although Julie was

dancing alone in the ballroom and was treated as like a crazy woman, she lived happily

in a married life with Joseph. For Joseph, it seemed like a terrible curse of the Coast

family has disappeared and his son Leonce is married with beautiful bride Lewis. But

Lewis became a half-body paralysis and Leonce went away from home at the ending of

this story. Julie searched around Leonce and got a mental disease and Leonce left the village

with a harlot.

The daughter of fate  
Isabel Allende

The daughter of fate said that we can overcome our

fate through the whole story. Elisha who is the main

character of the story little by little breaks down limits of

women which she could not get out of by herself. She was

born in Chile , got an education in England and spent her

time as an elegant lady. One day, she fell in love with

Joaquin who was attracted by the gold rush in the 19th. To

find him, she smuggled on the ship thanks to the help of

Chinese Tao and aborted a baby of Joaquin. Gradually, she

had a doubt about her love to Joaquin and grown to a more

independent and autonomous woman. We can see the 

society of Chile by Elisha and the society of China by Tao.
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When you solve all the quizzes, you will find the answer among the alphabets in the small

boxes. If you solve the puzzle, circle the correct words with suggested sentences on a sheet of

paper, along with your name, major, student ID number, and cell phone number and drop it off at

the Pukyong Herald office on the third floor of the Navi Center on the Daeyeon Campus. All

puzzle solutions must be submitted on or before November 20, 2015. A student who has the

correct answer will win a 5,000 won gift certificate.

Han Yoon-ji
(Department of English Language and Literature, 13) Congratulations, 131th Winter!

여러분이 하고 싶은 말을 영어로 써서 
부경헤럴드로 보내주세요 !

주      제  :  자유
분      량  :  A4 1/3 ~ 1/2
기      간  :  언제든지
보내실 곳 :  sje_herald@pknu.ac.kr

•성명, 학번, 전공, 연락처 반드시 기재
•채택되신 분께는 문화상품권 5,000원권을 드립니다.

원고모집!

Vol.132 201530 Summer

1.             : Student who is given a Presidential Award is given special                    .  [Campus News]

2.             : By organizing this                    , these companies will be assembled together in one place and
can increase the ability of provisioning and absorbing various information.[Campus News]

3.            : The                    everyone takes deep consideration in their life is wedding! [Culture]

4.             : Nevertheless, the outlook of the world market for a                    is bright. [Zoom In]

5.             : Vodca from Russia was brewed in the 9                    . [International]

6.             : It reveals the irresponsibility of                    guard who is in charge of hundreds of passenger's
life. [Column]

7.             : In this point, if advertisements do not                          properly, they would badly influence economic
parts and value or culture of society. [Thoughts On]

8.             : It is hard to enter                    . [Talk&Talk]

9.       : We can see the society of Chile by Elisha and the                    of China by. [Review]

1.  이   름 (영문) :                                            학 번  :                 

    전   공 :                                                    연락처 :                 

2.  이번 호에서 가장 인상 깊었던 기사 : 

3.  그 이유는 :

4.  이번호에서 아쉬웠던 기사 : 

5.  그 이유는 : 

6.  부경헤럴드에 바라는 기사 주제나 하고 싶은 말이 있다면 간단히 적어주세요.

WORD FIND

I L O V E Y O U C I

C E R E M O N Y C H

E C J R D S D R L A

N O G W R A W F U T

T L W G O F F G S E

U L B E N E F I T Y

R E R E E T M I E O

Y G J E C Y S S R U

T E P E R F O R M O

S S O C I E T Y O L

Letters & Word Find Episode
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부경헤럴드 페이스북 페이지에 접속한 후

‘좋아요 ’와 함께 글을 써주세요!

학과, 학번, 이름과 재미있게 읽은

페이지 사진과 섹션명 그리고 짧은 후기를 보내주세요!

기간 : 2015년 6월 12일 ~ 2015년 11월 20일

이벤트에 참여한 학생 중 추첨을 통해

문화상품권을 드립니다.

(당첨자는 12월에 발행되는 133호 부경헤럴드 잡지에 게재됩니다.)

www.facebook.com/pkherald

스마트폰으로 QR코드를
찍으세요

L IKE
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